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3D building models. When image occlusions occur, the opera-Abstract
tor has to estimate the location of hidden corners from the con-This paper presents a novel method for semi-automatically
jugate images. This procedure is tedious and inefficient andconstructing building models from photogrammetric 3D line
has a limited accuracy, especially for connected buildings insegments of buildings, i.e., their roof edges. The method, which
densely built-up areas.we call “Split-Merge-Shape” (SMS), can treat both complete

Weidner (1997), Haala and Brenner (1998), and Brennerline segments as well as incomplete line segments due to image
(2000) proposed the use of digital surface models (DSMS) to re-occlusions. The proposed method is comprised of five major
construct 3D building models. The DSM data can be generatedparts: (1) the creation of the Region of Interest (ROI) and pre-
automatically using stereo-pairs, or can be obtained from air-processing, (2) splitting the model by using the 3D line seg-
borne laser scanning (Lohr, 1996). The problem is that precisements to construct a combination of roof primitives, (3) merging
building boundaries cannot be well defined due to the segmen-connected roof primitives to complete the boundary of each
tation of DSMS. Therefore, other complementary data, such asbuilding, (4) shaping each building rooftop by connected
ground plans of the building outlines, are necessary to assurecoplanar analysis and coplanar fitting, and (5) quality assur-
the reconstruction. This limits the practicability of theance. The experimental results indicate that the proposed
approach.method can soundly rebuild the topology from the 3D line

In order to increase efficiency, Fischer et al. (1998) andsegments and reconstruct building models with up to a 98
Henricsson (1998) proposed the use of multi-view aerial imagespercent success rate. The proposed SMS method has been
for automatic 3D building model generation. Their first step wasproved reliable and effective, with a high degree of automation,
to extract features from a 2D image. Some basic 2D image fea-even when groups of connected buildings or complex types
tures were used directly for object modeling. Such things asof buildings are processed.
corners or roof patches were further modeled. A building hy-
pothesis was then created and verified by mutual interactionsIntroduction
between 2D and 3D processes. However, successful feature ex-Progress in computer technology in the establishment, manage-
traction relied on good image quality and visible image fea-ment, and application of city planning has allowed a move to-
tures. The generation of a building hypothesis could fail inward the combining of 3D building models with 3D geographic
densely built-up areas where building occlusions or shadow ef-information systems (GIS). Digital 3D building models are use-
fects occur.ful in true orthophoto generation (Amhar et al., 1998; Rau et al.,

2002); map revision; urban planning; change detection; flight, Gülch et al. (1999) proposed the use of monocular images
noise, and air pollution simulations; microclimate studies; and and building-based measurements for 3D building model cre-
the simulation of electromagnetic wave propagation for tele- ation, based on a semiautomatic approach. In their system, the
communications, etc. The generation of reliable and accurate operator’s task is to fit a wire-frame model of the selected build-
3D building models thus becomes important. ing type to the building outlines using monoscopic viewing.

The operator has to adjust the wire-frame model to fit the cor-
Related Work responding image features by using three possible strategies.
There are three procedures necessary for the generation of 3D These strategies are (1) a purely manual adaption, (2) a guided
building models from aerial photo stereo-pairs, namely, (1) im- adaption, or (3) an automated adaption. A complex building
age acquisition and aerial triangulation, (2) feature extraction could be decomposed into some basic building primitives and
and stereo-model measurement, and (3) topology reconstruc- structured by a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)(Hoffmann,
tion for building modeling. This paper will focus on the issue of 1989). The operator is also responsible for handling the CSG
constructing 3D building models based on a semiautomatic ap- structures. Although the approach is innovative, the operator
proach. In general, there are three approaches for the creation of has too much responsibility, necessitating a qualified operator.
3D building models, namely, a manual operation, an automatic The approach is efficient for isolated and repetitive buildings
approach (Weidner, 1997; Haala and Brenner, 1998; Fischer et with a regular structure. However, it encounters some limita-
al., 1998; Henricsson, 1998; Kim and Muller, 1998; Brenner, tions for complex buildings with a polygonal ground plan, es-
2000; Baillard and Zisserman, 2000), and a semiautomatic ap- pecially for polyhedral types of buildings (Gülch and Müller,
proach (Gülch et al., 1999; Grün and Wang, 2001). 2001).

In manual operations, 3D building models are measured
manually on an analytical stereoplotter or with a digital photo-
grammetric workstation (DPW). However, the whole process is
time-consuming and labor intensive. The operator is responsi-
ble for the measurement of roof corners and the structuring of Photogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing
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Grün and Wang (2001) proposed a semiautomatic topology three roof edges of each triangular facet can be used to con-
struct an oblique rooftop.generator for 3D building modeling, i.e., the CC-Modeler sys-

tem, based on manually measured 3D point clouds. These 3D The basic idea behind the proposed Split-Merge-Shape
(SMS) method comes from the nature of “rain” and the resultantpoint clouds delineate the roof corners, including the hidden

ones, which must be measured or inferred. Although the sys- “dripping eaves.” Using a stereo-pair for ground feature delin-
eation, only visible objects can be directly measured. Fortem is operational, some limitations are still present. They are

(1) the measurement of hidden corners caused by building oc- building boundary delineation, roof corners that have been oc-
cluded by higher nearby roofs cannot be measured. These visi-clusions is necessary to assure the completeness of a roof unit,

(2) the structuring may fail if the processed roof unit or object is ble boundaries represent the “dripping eaves.” By imaging wa-
ter falling from the “dripping eaves” of the rooftop, we cannot in the pre-defined model database, and (3) the digitizing

sequence of boundary points is restricted to be point-wise, produce a polyhedron. The nature of water falling from “drip-
ping eaves” leads to our idea of “splitting.” The nature of rain-which will increase the operator’s workload in decision mak-

ing when complex and connected buildings are processed. water flowing over the roof is analogous to the “shaping” proc-
ess.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart for the generation of 3D build-Objectives and Characteristics
ing models using the proposed SMS method. The dashed rect-We propose here a semiautomatic approach for 3D building
angles depict manual operations. In addition to the manualmodel generation from complete or partially occluded 3D line
stereo measurement of the 3D line segments, the core of the SMSsegments, i.e., the roof edges. From the application point of
method (i.e., the gray boxes in Figure 2) includes the followingview, the proposed SMS method is based on the following
five parts: (1) the creation of ROI and preprocessing, (2) split-considerations:
ting, (3) merging, (4) shaping, and (5) quality assurance, pro-

● The whole scheme is semiautomatic; three-dimensional line vided that visible 3D line segments are available. Except for the
segments are subject to manual measurement in photogrammet- creation of ROI and the quality assurance, the modeling proce-ric stereo-pairs, but the building modeling procedure is

dures are fully automatic. In the following sections, the exampleautomated;
● There is no need to establish a building model database, which

means that the shapes of the buildings are not limited to any
predefined shapes;

● The line-segment digitizing sequence does not need to be speci-
fied, which means that the topological relationship between
line segments can be built automatically instead of manually;

● Only the visible parts of roof edges need be measured. Both
complete segments as well as incomplete segments due to oc-
clusions can be treated; and

● In order to avoid building connection problems, groups of con-
nected buildings can and should be processed simultaneously.

The Split-Merge-Shape Method
General Idea
In the real world, it is difficult to describe all types of buildings
using a single comprehensive building model database. In our
approach, a building model may be decomposed into several
roof primitives. A roof primitive may be part of or a complete
building. Each roof primitive has a planar rooftop (e.g., a hori-
zontal plane or an oblique plane) with a vertical wall and a
polygonal boundary. One roof primitive, or a combination of
roof primitives, can be assembled to form a polyhedral build-
ing model. For example, the perspective view of a four-ridge
building is shown in Figure 1a. From its ground projection, i.e.,
Figure 1b, one can observe that the building’s rooftop can be de-
composed into four triangular facets. The outline of each trian-
gular facet can be projected as a triangle on the ground. The

Figure 1. Illustration of a four-ridge building. (a) Perspective
view. (b) Ground projection. Figure 2. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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shown in Figure 3 is used to illustrate the sequence and the in- task for the operator, which leads to improvements in produc-
termediate results for each step. tion efficiency.

Stereo Measurements of 3D Line Segments
InitializationIn our method, the 3D line segments are manually measured
The first step to realize the whole idea is to create an ROI, whichfrom an aerial stereo-pair. The building outline segment mea-
is also the first roof primitive with a known topology. The ROIsuring sequence is order-free. Because two consecutive point
is simply built in such a way that the operator need only specifymeasurements construct one 3D line segment, for fully visible
the region of interest with a polygon that covers a set of 3D lineroof edges the number of “measurements” is equivalent to the
segments. Figures 3a and 3b show a sample area from the origi-corner measurement method, as proposed by Gruen and Wang
nal left and right images of a stereo-pair. The white lines denote(2001). However, for partially occluded roof edges, the delinea-
the both-visible parts of the roof edges manually measured intion can be performed using the visible part near the hidden
the stereo-pair. Figure 3c illustrates the measured 3D line seg-corner. The estimation of the exact location of a hidden corner
ments that are covered by a manually specified rectangle, i.e.,is thus not necessary. The effort of measurement is thus less
the ROI. Be aware that the ROI need not be limited to a rectangle.than that for the corner measurement method. In addition, the
It can be a polygon of any shape. The ROI together with the se-digitizing of the visible part of roof edges that are directly ob-

servable in a photogrammetric stereo-model can simplify this lected 3D line segments is shown in Figure 3d.

Figure 3. A sequence of illustrations for each step in the Split-Merge-Shape process. (a) Left stereo-
pair image. (b) Right stereo-pair image. (c) 3D line segments in the ROI. (d) ROI and enclosed 3D
line segments. (e) Results of preprocessing. (f) First split. (g) Eighteen splits. (h) Whole splits. (i)
Results of merging—ground projection. (j) Results of merging—3D views. (k) Number of indepen-
dent edges for each roof patch. (l) Generated building models.
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Preprocessing
Due to the manual stereo-measurement errors, some alternative
situations should be considered. These situations include (1)
two collinear lines are misaligned, (2) rectangular buildings are
skewed, (3) two adjacent line segments intersect due to over-
shooting, and (4) dangle due to image occlusion in complex and
connected building blocks may cause modeling failure, etc. In
order to obtain a stable solution, these types of problems should
be solved in advance.

● Collinear Processing
Collinear processing is used to adjust the line parameters using
a pipeline concept. As shown in Figure 4a, if line A and line
B are two collinear-like lines, which can be enclosed by a pipe- Figure 5. A sequence of results by applying each preproc-
line with a given pipe width (W), then those two lines’ parame- essing step. (a) The original line segments. (b) The results
ters can be replaced by the line parameters of the pipeline’s after collinear processing. (c) The results after orthogonal
central line, i.e., line C. The coordinates of each line’s terminals processing. (d) The results after dangle removal. (e) Thecan then be changed accordingly, as shown in Figure 4b. The

results after dangle snapping.pipe width is related to the accuracy of the manual measure-
ments and the spatial resolution of the stereo-pair. Generally,
“W” is selected at the 2� level of manual measurement.

● Orthogonal Processing
Considering random errors in the manual stereo-measurements,

rectangular gable roof is projected onto the horizontal grounda rectangular building model may become skewed. One can
plane. The results of collinear processing are shown in Figurerectify such building outlines by orthogonal processing. Two

perpendicular principal axes are estimated for all line seg- 5b. The effects of orthogonal processing are shown in Figure 5c.
ments, on a 2D horizontal plane, by means of an auto-clustering It is observed that two dangles hang out from the building, as
technique. The auto-clustering technique used is similar to the indicated in the dashed-circle areas. After applying dangle re-
K-Means clustering algorithm in the field of pattern recognition moval processing, the results are shown in Figure 5d, in which
for automatic feature classification (Duda and Hart, 1973; Scho- the roof edges are still fragmented and the dangles appear. Fig-wengerdt, 1997). However, the number of “K” clusters is set as

ure 5e shows the results after performing the dangle snapping“two” to force the processed line segments to be orthogonal.
process.In the clustering, we choose the longest line’s orientation and

its corresponding orthogonal direction as the two initial princi-
Splitpal axes. The weights are assigned according to the length of

each line segment, because longer lines will yield less error To reconstruct 3D building models from 3D line segments, the
for building orientation. Iterative clustering is performed until key is to build up the topology between adjacent line segments.
convergence occurs. The SPLIT and MERGE processes will sequentially reconstruct

● Dangle Removal the topology between two adjacent line segments and then re-
A dangle refers to a suspended line terminal that is not con- form the areas as enclosed regions. The SPLIT process is alsonected to any line segments. Considering random errors in

able to cope with building occlusion problems. This processmanual stereo-measurements, two line segments may intersect
works on a 2D horizontal plane, which means that only the pla-with overshooting and introduce dangles. Those dangles are
nimetric coordinates of each line segment are treated. Byconsidered as a kind of line segment and will result in illegal
choosing one line segment as a reference, if any roof primitivesbuilding outlines. Therefore, we must remove them by chang-

ing the coordinates of these lines’ terminals to the inter- contain this reference line segment, we SPLIT them into two. At
secting ones. the beginning, the created ROI is treated as the first roof primi-

● Dangle Snapping tive for splitting. For successive line segments, a combination
Due to building occlusions, a roof edge is occluded and a dangle of possible roof primitives is constructed. In splitting, the oc-
appears, which will cause the building’s outlines to be incom- cluded line is extended to an end wall. This action is similar toplete. This is especially obvious when groups of connected or

the manual inference of hidden corners. Figure 3e shows pro-complex buildings are processed. The dangle snapping process
cessed line segments on the 2D horizontal plane, in which theextends such a roof-edge until it reaches a wall, and encloses
designed preprocessing steps have been applied. One can com-the building outline on the 2D horizontal plane.
pare the differences in the dashed-circle areas between Figures

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of preprocessing. As shown in 3c and 3e, which reveal some incomplete line segments that
Figure 5a, a set of measured building outlines delineating a have been automatically extended and connected. The total

number of 3D line segments is 58. Figures 3f, 3g, and 3h depict
the splitting results after applying one, 18, and all 58 line seg-
ments, respectively. Finally, the total number of possible roof
primitives after splitting is 107.

Merge
The MERGE process is the second step for rebuilding the topol-
ogy between adjacent line segments. This merging procedure
is also worked on a 2D horizontal plane. Because the ROI is only
a virtual shell, to enclose all processed line segments, any roof
primitives connected to the ROI boundaries are removed first.
Then, every two connected roof primitives are analyzed succes-
sively. If any boundary shared between them does not corre-
spond to any 3D line segments, these two roof primitives will
be merged into one. Finally, the rationality of each roof primi-

Figure 4. Collinear processing. (a) Before. (b) After. tive is checked. That is, if one boundary of a roof primitive does
not correspond to any 3D line segment, such a roof primitive
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are always coplanar because their line terminals are connectedwill be removed. This situation often occurs near the boundary
in 3D space. It is also noticed that two non-connected indepen-of the ROI, where there is no connected roof primitive for merg-
dent edges may also be coplanar. Therefore, the proposed con-ing analysis.
nected-coplanar analysis is to find a possible planar rooftopPlease note that the “MERGE” process is also performed on
using two connected line segments or any two non-connectedthe 2D horizontal plane. The height of each roof edge is arbi- but coplanar ones.

trary so far. Figures 3i and 3j illustrate the results after the merg-
ing process in 2D and 3D views, respectively. One can find out

Quality Assurancethat the outline of each roof primitive on the 2D horizontal plane
Due to the diversity of building types, manual stereo-measure-is a closed region, but the height for each roof edge is arbitrary.
ment errors, and human mistakes, one may encounter topologyCompared to the results in Figure 3h, the number of roof primi-
errors and shaping errors when using the proposed method.tives has been reduced from 107 to 19.
Human intervention is required to assure the quality of theIn the Splitting phase, the process sequence is free from
modeling.constraints. The result will be different when a different se-

quence of line segments is employed. However, after merging,
● If the boundary of the generated building model does not coin-

the reconstructed topology will be identical, except for donut- cide with the original measured 3D line segment on the 2D
type buildings. One unique feature of the proposed SMS method horizontal plane, it will result in topology errors. If such errors
is that a donut-type building can be identified, i.e., a building are introduced by human mistakes in the digitizing phase, the
that has a hole or an individual roof primitive inside it. Such a operator may need to correct these mistakes manually. If they

happen due to stereo-measurement errors, the operator maystructure is separated as two roof primitives at the end. By taking
utilize the preprocessing functions to automatically adjust thea close look at the solid-line circled areas in Figures 3c and 3i,
original 3D line segments data, and then redo the entire auto-one can see that there is one more virtual edge between the
matic modeling task.outer boundary and the other two roof primitives inside it. This

● Because any two connected line segments can define a singlevirtual edge is constructed automatically in the splitting and planar rooftop, the solution is not unique when the delineation
merging process, because the rooftops in the inner and the outer of roof edges is not coplanar. It may introduce shaping errors.
parts are not coplanar. The location of this virtual edge may be An interactive procedure lets the operator easily select the best-
different after merging if a different splitting sequence is ap- fitting rooftop out of all possible rooftops provided by the con-
plied. However, because this edge is only used to separate the nected-coplanar analysis. For example, Figure 6a shows a group

of selected line segments on the 2D horizontal plane. Figure 6binner roof primitive out from the outer roof primitive, its loca-
shows the correct building models in a 3D view. Roof patch A,tion does not affect the geometrical description of the building
as indicated with dark thick outlines, delineates roof edges thatmodel.
are not coplanar. Figures 6c, 6d, 6e, and 6f illustrate the four
possible solutions provided by the connected-coplanar analysis.

Shape An operator can now select the best choice, i.e., Figure 6f.
● The inner roof primitive of a donut-type building still existsThe Shape process is used to infer the rooftop’s height and

after applying the SMS method for building modeling. If it is ashape, such as whether it is flat or oblique, from the original 3D
hole inside a building, it is difficult to automatically removeline segments. Considering the building occlusion problem, the

shaping is processed iteratively. At the first iteration, the fully
observable roofs are inferred and their shapes are fixed. During
the remaining iterations, the shape of a partially occluded roof-
top may be inferred from the surrounding fixed roofs and by its
own roof edges. Iteration stops once the rooftop of all roof
primitives are fixed.

The first step in shaping is to assign a possible height for
every roof edge of a building model from its corresponding 3D
line segment. Every roof edge is analyzed and defined as to
whether it is a shared edge or an independent edge. An inde-
pendent edge means that the boundary of the roof primitive is
not connected to any other roof primitive at the planimetric lo-
cation. A shared edge means that two roof primitives are con-
nected by the roof edge at the same planimetric location. Fig-
ure 3k illustrates the number of independent edges for each
roof patch.

The second step is to infer the shape of each roof primitive
according to the available height information. At the first itera-
tion, the fully observable rooftop is inferred and fixed by ana-
lyzing whether all its boundaries in the three-dimensional ob-
ject space are connected or not. In the following iterations, the
partially occluded roofs are inferred by analyzing the number of
independent edges and their connected or coplanar character-
istics:

● If only one independent edge is found, it is necessary to check
whether the surrounding rooftops are fixed or not. If they are
all fixed and higher than the processing roof primitive, then
the shape of such a rooftop can be determined by the indepen-
dent edge. Figure 6. An example of interactive shaping. (a) Roof

● If more than two independent edges exist, and they are sufficient patches projected onto the ground. (b) Correct shape of the
to fit into a planar face, then a least-squares coplanar fitting processed building. (c) Possible result 1. (d) Possible resultis applied.

2. (e) Possible result 3. (f) Possible result 4.● Otherwise, the system will provide the most likely solution by
the connected-coplanar analysis. Two connected line segments
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such a roof primitive. Human intervention is needed to finalize
the procedure.

Case Study
In this section, the robustness, efficiency, and accuracy are all
evaluated. In order to investigate the robustness in detail, two
types of building groups are examined. The first type is a com-
plex donut-type building, while the second type is a group of
connected buildings.

Test Area
One data set of 3D line segments was digitized manually using a
DPW. The scale of the original aerial stereo-pair was 1:5,000
with a 60 percent overlap. The focal length of the camera was
30.511 cm. Digital images were digitized with a scanning resolu-
tion of 25 �m. The produced images had a nominal ground sam-
pling distance (GSD) of 12.5 cm.

The content of the test area can be abstractly categorized
into three parts. Part (I) is a university campus, in which the
buildings are large and separated with complex boundaries.
Part (II) includes a high-density area with groups of connected
and rectangular buildings. Part (III) covers a high-density area
with groups of connected, complex rooftops and less-orthogo-
nal buildings. Figure 7a depicts the above three areas on the
original aerial photo, on which the manually measured 3D line
segments are superimposed. The number of measured roof
edges is 6,363. Figure 7b shows the generated 3D building mod-
els for this data set.

Robustness Evaluation
The number of roof primitives created using the SMS method
was 1,809. The splitting and merging process was totally suc-
cessful after correction for blunder measurements. However, 38
roof primitives failed at the shaping stage, giving a success rate
of 98 percent. The 2 percent failure rate was recovered in the
quality assurance phase. The failures occurred mostly in Part
(III), where the buildings are connected with a less-orthogonal
structure and the rooftops are more complex. An example of
this situation has been described previously, and is shown in
Figure 6. The performance was mostly satisfactory for Part (I)
and Part (II), where the buildings were rectangular in structure,
although connected, or with complex boundaries.

To investigate the robustness in greater detail, two cases are
now selected and described as follows. Figure 8a shows the
original aerial photo, with a ground coverage of about 60 m

Figure 7. Test area. (a) Original aerial photo with delineatedacross and 65 m long, which contains a complex building with a
roof edges. (b) The generated 3D building models in a 3Dcombination of circular and rectangular structures. For the cir-
view.cular boundary, a series of consecutive line segments are meas-

ured. This example demonstrates the robustness in dealing
with the first type of buildings. The building is a composite of
hip, gable, and flat roofs, and also has donut components, with
two enclosed courtyards. Figure 8b demonstrates the recon-

In general, for a group of buildings with less than 400 line seg-structed building models in a 3D view. The soundness of the
ments, the processing time for modeling was less than 10 sec-proposed SMS method is quite obvious.
onds. For example, in detailed examination II, as shown in Fig-Figure 9a is the original aerial photo, with a ground cover-
ure 9, the number of 3D line segments is 209, which generatedage of about 105 m across and 100 m long, which contains a
69 roof primitives. The total amount of computer time, includ-group of connected buildings. In Figure 9b, the generated build-
ing preprocessing and SMS processes, is 1.49 seconds. The re-ing models are shown in 3D. This example treats the second
sponse time is so short, that an interactive system is possible.type of building. Again, the SMS method is proven robust for

such type of buildings. Accuracy Evaluation
The accuracy of the generated building models primarily de-
pends on the accuracy of the manual measurements. The esti-Efficiency Estimation
mated locations of hidden corners are less accurate than the di-The processing time was based on the use of a personal com-
rect measurement of visible ones. In order to evaluate theputer with a Pentium III 1.2-GHz CPU. The processing time de-
modeling error, we utilized manual measurements of visiblepends on the building complexity and the number of line seg-
corners as reference data. Evaluations could be performed ac-ments in the process. As shown in Figure 10, the processing

time versus the number of processed line segments is depicted. cordingly. We measured the section of roof edges that made the
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Figure 8. Detailed examination I. (a) Image with measured
line segments. (b) 3D view of the generated building models.

Figure 10. Processing time versus number of processed
line segments.

rest of visible roof edges incomplete. Two examples are illus-
trated in Figure 11 with measured roof edges superimposed.
The visible corners are not measured on purpose. The rooftops
include both oblique and flat types. The total number of visible
corners to be evaluated is 163. After applying the SMS method
for building modeling, a mean error of 1.06 cm, 1.22 cm, and
2.73 cm is achieved on the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively. In the
meantime, root-mean-square errors (RMSE) of 13.5 cm, 14.5 cm,
and 34.9 cm on the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively, are achieved.
Because the original stereo pair has a nominal ground sampling
distance of 12.5 cm and a base-height ratio of 0.3, the RMSE is
close to one pixel at the image scale, which falls into the range
of random errors.

Comparison and Summary Figure 11. Illustrations of measured roof-edge part for accu-
Table 1 shows a comparison of the SMS method and two other racy evaluation.
semiautomatic approaches that are described in the related
work. From the comparison, one finds that our method appears
advantageous in many aspects. First, our approach can cope
with the partial occlusion problem. Second, our method can
deal with diverse types of buildings. Finally, our approach can Advantages
handle a group of connected buildings at the stage of automatic The advantages of the SMS method are stated as follows:
structuring, which is an important asset for modeling densely

● The proposed SMS method is flexible for both generic and com-built-up areas. The proposed SMS method for the automatic plex building types.
structuring of building models using complete and incomplete ● The operator’s task is simplified because the digitizing sequence
3D line segments has proven to be robust and effective. The suc- is free, and tolerant of incomplete roof edge measurements,
cess rate is high, even in a complex environment. Its advan- which reduces the operator’s workload and increases produc-

tion efficiency and accuracy.tages and limitations are now listed.

Figure 9. Detailed examination II. (a) Image with measured line segments. (b)
3D view of the generated building models.
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TABLE I. COMPARISONS OF THE PROPOSED SMS METHOD WITH TWO SEMIAUTOMATIC APPROACHES

SMS Grün and Wang (2001) Gülch et al. (1999)

Viewing Stereo Stereo Mono In Multiple Images
Measurement Incomplete 3-D Roof-Edges Complete 3-D Roof Corners Building Primitives
Digitizing Sequence Free Point-Wise for Boundary Free

Points
Hidden Corners Automatically Generated Needs Measurement Not Measured
Can Handle a Group of Yes No No

Connected Buildings
Model-Based No Yes Yes
Automation Building Model Reconstruction Object Model Reconstruction Height Determination

Parameter Estimation
Accuracy Photogrammetry Photogrammetry Photogrammetry
Outputs Polyhedral Building Models Polyhedral Objects (building, CSG Structure of Building

tree, road, etc) Models
Quality Assurance Needed Needed Needed

● A group of connected buildings can be treated simultaneously, Brenner, C., 2000. Towards fully automatic generation of city models,
International Archives of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing,which avoids connection problems between neighboring

buildings. 33(Part B3):84–92.
● Building occlusion problems can be handled, which alleviates Duda, R.D., and P.E. Hart, 1972. Pattern Classification and Scene Analy-

the difficulty of manual structuring. sis, John Wiley & Sons, New York, N.Y., 482 p.
● The process is time-efficient and user intervention is mini-

Fischer, A., T.H. Kolbe, F. Lang, A.B. Cremers, W. Förstner, L. Plümer,mized. Decision-making is simple, fitting the idea of a semi-
and V. Steinhange, 1998. Extracting buildings from aerial imagesautomatic approach.
using hierarchical aggregation in 2-D and 3-D, Computer Vision
and Image Understanding, 72(2):185–203.

Limitations Grün, A., and X. Wang, 2001. News from CyberCity-Modeler, Auto-
The limitations of the SMS method are listed as follows: matic Extraction of Man-Made Objects from Aerial and Space

Images (III) (E.P. Baltsavias, A. Grüen, and L.Van Gool, editors),● A curved surface must be approximated by a set of planar
Centro Stefano Franscini, Monte Verita, Ascona, Switzerland,patches, and the curved boundaries are approximated by a set
pp. 93–102.of consecutive lines. Such an approximation increases the oper-
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